LCS

LIGHTING CONTROL SYSTEM

BRING FREEDOM TO LIGHT

LCS

WiFi LIGHTING CONTROL SYSTEM
FROM VISTA PROFESSIONAL OUTDOOR LIGHTING
Allow customers to control the illumination of their outdoor spaces anywhere, any time. The LCS WiFi
Lighting Control System is a cloud-based, multi-zone controller for 150 watts of lighting in three individual
zones. After installation, you just hand over control to customers via the free Vista Cloud mobile app.

It’s All About the App
Using the free Vista Cloud mobile app available for Apple
and Android™ devices, customers can use a single account
to access their lighting zones, at home and away. All they
need is a WiFi or data connection. Once they’re logged in,
fine-tune dimming gives them almost infinite ability to adjust
and match output through their entire system. The user also
has multiple event programming options within the app,
including a manual override for complete control.
»»

Fine-tune dimming with high, medium and low options

»»

Ability to control up to three zones

»»

Control multiple units with a single account

Easy Installation

Built for the Elements

The LCS is a perfect choice for virtually any project, because

Lightweight and low-profile, you can mount the

it’s compatible with almost all low-voltage power systems

LCS on a wall or pedestal. In all weather, its

on the market, and it can be retrofitted for most previously

waterproof NEMA 3 stainless-steel housing

installed low-voltage outdoor lighting systems. Because

protects interior components for the long haul.

the LCS is powered from a host transformer instead of a
120V input, installation is simple. The unique cable raceway
feature also offers a drop-down tray for quick access to
the wiring compartment.
»»

Compatible with new and existing Vista products,
as well as competitive models

»»

Drop-down tray access to wiring

»»

Oversized input and output terminals

»»

Easy-to-reach ON/OFF/APP rocker control switch

»»

LED indicator “Power ON” lights for each zone

Get the Complete Details
Download the comprehensive spec sheet at

vistapro.com
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